Abstract-This paper presents the Block Arithmetic Coding for Image Compression (BACIC) Algorithm: a new method for lossless bilevel image compression which can replace JBIG, the current standard for bilevel image compression. BACIC uses the Block Arithmetic Coder (BAC): a simple, efficient, easy-to-implement, variable-to-fixed arithmetic coder, to encode images. BACIC models its probability estimates adaptively based on a 12-bit context of previous pixel values; the 12-bit context serves as an index into a probability table whose entries are used to compute 1 (the probability of a bit equaling one), the probability measure BAC needs to compute a codeword.
In 1993, a new standard, the Joint Bilevel Image Experts Group (JBIG) Algorithm [2] , was introduced to replace G3. JBIG uses an arithmetic coder, the IBM QM-coder [9] , which, unlike G3's modified Huffman encoder, adapts its coding to each image it encodes. As a result, JBIG's overall compression ratio is 2.5 times G3's for business documents and is 5.5 times G3's for halftone images.
However, JBIG is covered by more than 24 patents, most of which involve the IBM QM-coder. Largely because of these patents, JBIG has not been implemented commercially (although a working C program of the JBIG algorithm has been developed [8] for academic use). At present, therefore, no facsimile method uses arithmetic coding to compress bilevel images despite arithmetic coding's potential for superior compression.
This paper presents Block Arithmetic Coding for Image Compression (BACIC), a new algorithm for lossless bilevel image compression based on the Block Arithmetic Coder (BAC). As with most arithmetic coders, BAC parses its coding interval according to the binary source symbols' probabilities and (the probability of a bit equaling zero and one, respectively). These probability measures together with the size of the codebook, , uniquely determine a BAC codebook. Previous studies have explained how BAC encodes symbols with an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) or Markovian probability distribution [5] . In this study, we show how BAC encodes symbols whose probability distribution is unknown and must be estimated. In Section II, we present the probability model used by BACIC. In Section III, we explain how BAC uses this probability model to encode bilevel images. In Section IV, we compare the results of the G3, JBIG, and BACIC algorithms for 37 halftone images, all eight CCITT test images, and 20 additional business-type documents. In short, we find that BACIC's overall compression ratio is 2.4 times G3's for business documents and 6.1 times G3's for halftone images. Finally, in Section V, we conclude our study and summarize our findings.
II. PROBABILITY MODEL USED BY BACIC
When coding a bilevel image, an accurate estimate of one of the symbol probabilities, or , is needed to maximize the coding efficiency of an arithmetic coder like BAC. Because in a bilevel image, an estimate of immediately provides an estimate of ( is the probability measure BAC uses in Section III). To estimate , which is usually unknown and typically varies throughout the image, BACIC uses a template, a selection of previously coded bits adjacent to the current pixel. The idea of coding current symbols based on a template of previous symbols was first used in text compression [3] but has since been widely used in lossless bilevel image compression. JBIG itself uses a template to encode and decode bilevel images; in fact, JBIG gives users a choice of template shapes: either a two-line or three-line template-depending on the user's application [2] . (The three-line template is recommended in [2] for optimal compression results and is the template used in this study to generate JBIG's results.)
Similarly, the BACIC algorithm offers users a choice of two template shapes: either a three-line template (shown in Fig. 1 ) for business-type documents and halftone images generated by error diffusion or a five-line template (shown in Fig. 2 ) for halftone images generated by ordered dither. In business-type and picture-type images, pixel patterns are typically repeated over and over again. By determining how these patterns occur: in clusters or in lines across the image, we can maximize the images' compression ratios. For business-type documents, these patterns usually occur in clusters around the current pixel. BACIC's three-line template is a standard cluster shape and is similar to JBIG's three-line template, but BACIC's five-line template is somewhat unusual.
BACIC's five-line template is used by ordered dither halftones, which repeat pixel patterns in horizontal, vertical, and diagonal lines across each image. The five-line template assumes that the pattern of pixels on the left horizontal, the upper vertical, and the upper right diagonal lines of the current pixel will be the best predictor of the current pixel's value. None of the pixels in the upper left diagonal line are included in the template because the left horizontal and upper vertical lines are in the template, thereby providing information about the pixels to the left of the current pixel. Also, many picture-type images are naturally symmetric, and thus only one diagonal line is needed in the template.
Using the five-line template instead of the three-line template for an ordered dither halftone image may improve the image's compression ratio by as much as 80%, as in the case of the "Girl 2" image generated by dispersed-dot ordered dither. For most ordered dither halftones, however, using the five-line template increases the image's compression ratio by 10-30%. For error diffused halftones, though, using the three-line template typically yields higher compression ratios. As we shall see in Section IV, error diffusion halftoning methods employ feedback loops to generate their halftone images, whereas ordered dither methods do not. Thus, pixels in an error diffused halftone are strongly influenced by the values of their nearest pixels; using the five-line template, which contains pixels that are three or four lines away from the current pixel, on a error diffused halftone lowers the image's final compression ratio by 16.4%, on average. Similarly, using the five-line template on the eight CCITT images decreases the CCITT images' overall compression ratio by 6.8%. Thus, BACIC, by using two templates: one for business documents and error diffused halftones, another for ordered dither halftones, maximizes the images' compression ratios.
In the BACIC algorithm, the BAC encoder assumes that the halftone images were generated from grayscale images and that the user knows the method used to generate the halftone images; a single-bit flag in the header of the compressed file tells the decoder which template the encoder used. If the user does not know how the halftone images were generated, the encoder chooses the three-line template by default.
For both templates (shown in Figs. 1 and 2 ), each box in the templates' figures represents a one-bit pixel in the bilevel image; the box with a "?" represents the current pixel being coded, and each box with an "X" represents a previously coded pixel. Pixels below and to the right of the current pixel can not be used in a template by the encoder because the decoder has not yet decoded these pixels and thus has no access to them.
Each template is stored as a 12-bit, binary number or context. BACIC uses each 12-bit context as an index into an adaptive probability table, shown in Table I , whose entries, and , change as the image is coded. and are used to compute , the estimate of , as follows: (1) where and are updated using
For each context , counts the previously coded pixels equaling one [ in (2) is the value of the current pixel] and weights its count by a forgetting factor. Similarly, for each context , [given in (3)] counts all the previously coded pixels and weights its count by the same forgetting factor: (0.985 was determined experimentally). A forgetting factor biases so that recent pixels have greater influence on the probability estimate of the current pixel than earlier pixels do; due to the nonstationary nature of images, recent pixels are typically better predictors of the current pixel than earlier pixels are. Thus, may be estimated as the ratio of to . However, using a forgetting factor means that now has an upper bound (4) Consequently, for some images where a handful of contexts occur very frequently, may reach its upper limit, given in (4), and the ratio of to may, in effect, overestimate the true value of . Based on experimental results, BACIC's compression efficiency decreases when is overestimated. Therefore, to prevent BACIC's compression efficiency from decreasing, we bias slightly toward 0.5 by adding the constant to and the constant to , as shown in (1). In practice, yields BACIC's best average performance (when averaged over all image types).
Furthermore, all images are, in practice, padded with zeros so that all templates, even templates for pixels near the edge of the image, are the same size: 12 bits. This padding simplifies and streamlines the coding. A padding of zeros, symbolizing white pixels, was chosen instead of a padding of ones because facsimiles are more likely to have white margins (rather than black margins) near the edges. Typically, however, the choice of padding has very little effect on BACIC's compression ratios.
III. BLOCK ARITHMETIC CODING FOR BILEVEL IMAGE COMPRESSION
Two parameters uniquely determine a binary block arithmetic coding tree: and (the number of codewords in the BAC codebook). The estimate of that BACIC uses is based on the estimate of given in (1), and is an integer constant predetermined by the programmer; typically, is as large as possible to maximize BAC's coding efficiency.
In this section, we explain how BAC encodes a bilevel image based on and . But first we examine how BAC encodes a sequence of i.i.d. binary input symbols where and ; the BAC codebook for this i.i.d. sequence contains codewords numbered 0-15 (0000-1111, in binary). Once we see how BAC constructs a coding tree for a constant , we better understand how BAC adapts its coding method to build a coding tree for a changing .
Block Arithmetic Coding of a binary source is a fast, efficient method of source coding that maps variable-length inputs to fixed-length codewords [6] and relies on one equation (5) where in (5) is one of the two child nodes of ; the other child node is . The brackets in (5) The corresponding coding tree and codebook for and are shown in Fig. 3 and Table II , respectively. To build this BAC coding tree and codebook, BAC starts with and uses at the first branch. means the lower thirteen codewords, codewords 0-12 (0000-1100), of the original 16 have input strings whose first bit is "0," as we see in Table II . The remaining three codewords, 13-15 (1101-1111), have input strings whose first bit is "1."
To continue the tree, BAC moves, in turn, to both of the child nodes and . Moving to the first child node , BAC continues the branching by letting and applying (5):
. ( is the lower branch coming from in Fig. 3 .) Similarly, the first two bits of binary codewords 1010-1100 are "01." Each of the two child nodes of ( and ) in turn becomes as well. Each branch is followed until a leaf (a child node equal to one) is encountered; thus, each codeword is assured of having its own unique branch from root to leaf. Finally, once every leaf is found, the coding tree and codebook are complete.
Because the coding tree in Fig. 3 is small and constant, the encoder and decoder can each store a copy of this tree to encode and decode the data. To illustrate how the coding tree is used, we show in Fig. 3 how an input sequence is encoded. By following the appropriate branches in the coding tree, the encoder encodes as the codeword 7.
The coding method used to code a bilevel image is similar to that shown in Fig. 3 , but now is no longer constant. Therefore, generating an entire tree and trying to store it at the encoder and decoder is impractical. Instead, we propose constructing only that portion of the tree that is needed to generate a codeword.
As a simple example of how adaptive coding works in the BACIC algorithm, we look at Fig. 4 , an adaptive BAC coding tree that BACIC could generate, where , , and . In this example, is the probability that the th input bit, , equals zero. BACIC begins coding by using (5), where and , the first element in the sequence. BACIC must decide which branch to follow: the lower branch labeled "0" or the upper branch labeled "1." These branches, in fact, represent the value of the first input bit. To make this decision, BACIC looks at the first bit of :
; since , BACIC follows the lower branch to . Now , meaning the lower 13 codewords, 0-12, are in this branch. Again, BACIC applies (5), but now the second element in the sequence, , is 0.90; thus, (a branch containing codewords 0-11) and (a leaf containing the corresponding codeword 12). To determine which branch to follow, BACIC observes and follows the lower branch (labeled "0") to . Here, because and , (containing codewords 0-2) and (containing codewords 3-11). BACIC chooses the lower branch again because and follows it to . Now and ; thus, (containing codewords 0 and 1) and (containing one codeword: 2). At last, BACIC follows the upper branch to a leaf because . Once a leaf is reached, the codeword (2, in this case) is sent; is reinitialized to 16, and the coder proceeds to fetch the fifth probability measure in the sequence and the fifth input bit in the sequence. Finally, in practice, is used when encoding images (instead of ), but the method shown in Fig. 4 is the same as that used in Section IV to generate BACIC's results. In this section, we present the results for the eight CCITT business-type documents, 20 additional business-type documents, and thirty-seven halftone images. We also discuss how the method of halftoning a grayscale image affects the halftone image's compressibility.
To test G3's, JBIG's, and BACIC's ability to compress business documents, we used the eight CCITT test images; each CCITT image is the same size: 1728 pixels per line and 2376 lines long. As shown in Table III , both JBIG and BACIC have overall compression ratios that are 2.5 times that of G3, although JBIG's overall compression ratio is about 3.1% greater than BACIC's for these images.
We tested 20 additional business type documents: 12 of the 20 are new documents; one of them, "Abstract," is displayed in Fig. 5 . All 12 are either typed or handwritten texts; none are halftone images. We chose both handwritten and typed documents to test how the compression ratios of JBIG and BACIC differ for each class of business document. These 12 images were chosen to represent a cross-sampling of nonhalftone images that may appear in a business setting.
The remaining eight additional business documents are called the "modified CCITT" documents. To create the modified CCITT documents, the original pbm (portable bitmap or binary) CCITT images were printed out as postscript files and scanned in as tiff files. Each tiff file was then converted to a pbm image using the xv program [7] . In the process of printing the CCITT documents and scanning them back into the system, slight variations occur in the pixel patterns of the images. By introducing these modified CCITT documents, we are testing to see if JBIG still produces consistently higher compression ratios than BACIC for these eight images. The compression ratios of all 20 documents for G3, JBIG, and BACIC are shown in Table IV. Table V classifies the compression ratios of the additional business-type documents into modified CCITT and non-CCITT images and into handwritten texts and typed texts; the overall compression ratios for G3, JBIG, and BACIC are also reported there.
As we see in Table V , BACIC's overall compression ratio is the same as JBIG's and 2.4 times greater than G3's. BACIC yields compression ratios slightly higher than JBIG's for typed documents, while JBIG's compression ratios are higher for handwritten documents. BACIC is generally more effective on typed than on handwritten documents because the pixel patterns in typed documents are typically more regular than those in handwritten ones. BACIC's probability model requires exact repetition of pixel patterns to achieve highest possible compressions. Typed documents because of their letter and line regularity are more likely than handwritten documents to repeat exact patterns. So, given two versions of the same document: one typed, the other handwritten, BACIC will typically achieve higher compression ratios on the typed documents. In Table V , the compression ratios of the handwritten documents are higher than those of the typed documents because the typed documents contain more text and less white space than the handwritten. BACIC compresses white space (or black space) very effectively.
Furthermore, Table V indicates that JBIG's superior performance is limited to the original eight CCITT images. For the modified CCITT images, we see that BACIC achieves the same overall compression ratio as JBIG. In fact, for the first and fourth modified CCITT images, BACIC outperforms JBIG. For the third, fifth, and seventh modified CCITT images, BACIC's and JBIG's compression ratios are within 0.5% of each other.
To test G3's, JBIG's, and BACIC's ability to compress halftone images, we used the thirty-seven images listed in Table VI . One of the images, the F-16 fighter plane, is shown in Fig. 6 . The image shown in Fig. 6 is a grayscale image. To generate the halftone images used in this study, we converted this and thirty-six other grayscale images or pgm (portable graymap) files to pbm files using the pgmtopbm software program [10] . (One of the remaining thirty-six images is Van Gogh's painting The White House at Night, referred to as "Van Gogh's" in Table VI .) Pgmtopbm offers the user three methods for generating the pbm image: Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion, dispersed-dot ordered dither, and clustered-dot ordered dither.
To explore briefly the differences between the two principal halftoning methods: error diffusion and ordered dither, we first look at Fig. 7 , which shows the block diagrams for error diffusion and ordered dither [11] ; these block diagrams illustrate how error diffusion and ordered dither generate binary pixels from grayscale pixels. Comparing the two block diagrams, we see that error diffusion is more complex and thus more time consuming than ordered dither. Ordered dither simply thresholds each eight-bit pixel while error diffusion thresholds both the eight-bit pixel and the output of the error filter in the feedback loop of the error diffusion system. Because the input to the error filter is the error due to thresholding previously processed pixels, a binary pixel generated by error diffusion halftoning is determined not only from its grayscale pixel but also from the error in thresholding its previously processed neighboring pixels. By accounting for this error due to thresholding in its halftoning process, error diffusion yields a halftone image (Fig. 8 ) that more closely resembles the original grayscale image (Fig. 6) than the ordered dither halftone image (Fig. 9) does. Figs. 8 and 9, the halftone images of the F-16 fighter plane generated by error diffusion and dispersed-dot ordered dither, respectively, as well as Fig. 10 , the clustered-dot ordered dither halftone of the F-16 fighter plane, are displayed at very low resolution (less than 200 dpi) to show the differences between the methods. In practice, they would be displayed at a much higher resolution (about 600 dpi) so that all three would look much more like the original grayscale image. At 600 dpi, distinguishing one method from the others would be difficult.
The difference between dispersed-dot and clustered-dot ordered dither methods is more subtle than the difference between error diffusion and ordered dither methods. Dispersed-dot and clustered-dot ordered dithers differ in how their threshold arrays are designed. For dispersed-dot ordered dithers, threshold arrays are designed to yield halftones with high frequency fidelity and illusions of constant gray levels [11] . In contrast, threshold arrays for clustered-dot ordered dithers are designed to yield halftones with few isolated pixels; clustered-dot halftones are typically generated for devices used in the printing industry, which can not properly display isolated pixels in an image because ink overlap between pixels is a problem [11] .
If we compare dispersed-dot, Fig. 9 , to clustered-dot halftoning, Fig. 10 , the dispersed-dot halftone provides more detail than the clustered-dot halftone. Nonetheless, in the printing industry, clustered-dot is always chosen because of the constraints of the printing devices. Now having evaluated error diffusion and the two ordered dither halftoning methods based on their images' appearances, let us examine the three halftoning methods based on their compression ratios. Doing this, we see that ordered dither halftoning has a distinct advantage over error diffusion halftoning. Both dispersed-dot's and clustered-dot's overall compression ratios are 2.5 times error diffusion's when BACIC is used to compress the halftone images, as shown in Table VI . Thus, if we were to choose a halftoning method based on compression ratios, we would choose ordered dither halftoning. Nonetheless, error diffusion is still preferred by some users because it generates fewer artifacts during the halftoning process.
Thus, for completeness, we generate three sets of pbm images, one set for each method of halftoning. We then compress each image using the G3, JBIG, and BACIC algorithms. All of the images used in this study are , , , , , or . (G3, by design, zero pads any image less than 1728 pixels wide. Subtracting this padding does not increase G3's compression ratio by more than 10% for any of the images.) Table VI shows the compression ratios for each class of halftone image.
Comparing BACIC to G3 and JBIG for halftone images, we find that BACIC's overall compression ratios are 4.3 to 12.1 times greater than G3's and 4.0-24.7% greater than JBIG's, depending on how the halftone images are generated. Averaging over all classes of halftone images, BACIC's overall compression ratio is approximately 6.1 times G3's and 11.6% greater than JBIG's.
As a final note, BACIC has one unique advantage over JBIG: BACIC's arithmetic coder uses fixed-length codewords, which are useful in systems subject to channel errors. JBIG's coder, the QM-coder, uses variable-length codewords [9] , which means the information in the encoded bit stream determines how the decoder will parse the encoded bit stream into codewords. If even a single-bit channel error occurs, the decoder will not be able to parse the codewords properly, and catastrophic failure may occur.
In contrast, BACIC uses fixed-length codewords (32 bits per codeword). If a single-bit channel error occurs in BAC's encoded bit stream, the error does not affect how the codewords are parsed. The codeword in which the channel error occurs is corrupted, but the remaining codewords are not affected by this channel error. Thus, BACIC will not experience catastrophic failure in this situation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we established a new method for lossless compression of bilevel images. This new method, BACIC, uses BAC and a template moving across the bilevel image to encode information. In Section II, we described how the template is used as a 12-bit context to index BACIC's probability table; the table is unique in that it is not predesigned but is constructed as each image is coded and adapts to each image's information. In Section III, we explained how BAC encodes bilevel images, using a simple example to illustrate the procedure. Finally, in Section IV, we presented the results for BACIC and compared them to G3's and JBIG's results.
The findings of Section IV are summarized in Tables VII and  VIII . We show the overall compression ratios for G3, JBIG, and BACIC in Table VII and the range of their compression ratios in Table VIII . We see that BACIC's compression ratios are comparable to JBIG's for all bilevel images. For the nonhalftone documents, BACIC's overall compression ratios are approximately the same as JBIG's, but for the halftone images, BACIC outperforms JBIG on every class of halftone image. In fact, for dispersed-dot ordered dither, BACIC's overall compression ratio is 24.7% greater than JBIG's. Further, in Table VIII, BACIC's best compression ratio for dispersed-dot ordered dither is 59.2% greater than JBIG's.
What is more, BACIC's overall compression ratio is 2.4 times G3's for the business-type documents and 6.1 times G3's for all classes of halftone images. BACIC performs particularly well for halftone images generated by dispersed-dot ordered dither: here, BACIC's overall compression ratio is 12.1 times G3's.
In conclusion, BACIC compresses bilevel images as efficiently as JBIG and outperforms G3 for every class of bilevel image.
